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1.0

Introduction and Objectives

Amy

Andy

Carly

Ed

This portfolio presents a vision for St Ann’s Mills. Having completed
thorough research on the chosen site, we have attempted to create
a design that is sympathetic to the current conditions of the area.
We have done this by incorporating all the users of the space and
enhancing their experience. We wanted to improve the productive
species and overall quality of the space for nature. One of the
central themes of the design was to create a destination that is
fun, safe, playful and educational. This was to be done whilst being
connected to the wider community, through improved frontages
and outward links.

Louis

Will

Millie

Jordan

Aims/Objectives
Improve and introduce further productive, species rich spaces
To increase connectivity and improve site access
To improve the frontage and make the hostel more welcoming
To create a destination
To establish an educational aspect within the site
To create a fun, safe and playful enviroment
To ensure a safe and enjoyable experience for all

2.1 Survey

History

The Kirkstall Valley was an important site for industrial development in Leeds. Many of the buildings
surrounding this area have been listed. However, no structures at St Ann’s Mills have currently been
listed, this could be because the main weir at St Ann’s Mills was not marked on the 1851 Ordnance
Survey Map.
St Ann’s Mills was founded as a water mill around 1755 and the ruins are still visible today. The
present building was constructed around 1830 and was among the first ‘purpose built’ steampowered mills in Leeds. It has beautiful stone-flagged floors and employs the ‘fire-proof brick arch’
construstion that was widely used for early nineteenth century textiles mills, but the pitched roof was
badly damaged by a fire in 1975, and the council made a most unsatisfactory repair.

1890
This map shows that there are two mill sites and two weirs. The first mill was St Ann’s Mills in the North
West of the site. This is the better known mill and now a grade two listed building. The second mill site
is the Burley Mill, this produced wool in the seventeenth century. At the site there is also a goit which
is a man-made channel. All the water that passes through the goit goes through the sluice and was
used to power the mill. After the mill the goit rejoins the River Aire.
1930
Between 1890 and 1930, a few of the outhouse buildings had been taken down at St Ann’s Mills.
The main change that had occured in the 40 year between was the new developments erected
between the two mills on Kirkstall Road.
1980
Between 1930 and 1980 a lot of development took place accross Burley and Kirkstall. This
development was due to the large amount of rebuilding after the war, however the site has not
actually been built on as it holds a flood risk; making the site an undesirable space to be developed
on. Today this is still the case, and this has meant that the history and natural character of the area
has remained throughout the years.

1930 st anns mills
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1890 st anns mills
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2.2

Survey

Circulation and Notation System

Top Left - Surrounding communities that feed i
nto the site. These are the initial communities that
we will aim to encourage and make the site more
accessible to.
Top Right - Public Transport Routes that people would
use from local communities to access that site. There
is a bus stop outside of the site which make the
woodland readily assessable for people to use.
Bottom - A notation map which shows defining
features of the site. This includes routeways through
the sight, noise from traffic, lack of access, poor
connectivity, entrances to the site, canoe path and
collection area, access to the river, Sikh and Hindu
Burial site and the main road running along the site.

2.3

Survey

Land Use

Uses Of The River

1. Kirkstall Valley Weir fish Passes
-Project at Kirkstall Valley Nature Reserve and Burley Mills Weir, completed in 2015. Creating 		
habitats, barrier mitigation an pollution mitigation.
2. Sikh and Hindu Funeral Services
-A community of Sikh and Hindus use the River Aire to scatter ashes of there deceased.
3. Wildlife
-Otters, Kingfishers, Dragonflies along with an extensive list of have been found at the site us		
ing the river; this has been confirmed by the Wildlife Trust. Certain protected species will affect
the design process.

Proposed

4. Local Canoe Club
-Currently located at a base west of the rugby pitches. They are proposing to move to the
upper part of the weir near St Ann's Mill. The site is proposed to be used as a white water slalom.
5. FAS2 Flood Walls

Surrounding Uses

6. Kirkstall Valley Nature Reserve
-10 hectares of land which is free to visit with walking trails running through the site. The site 		
has three types of habitat: grassland, wetland and woodland. This used to be the site 			
of Kirkstall power station and contains over 130 plant species.
7. 18 Hole Golf Course
-Has clubhouse facilities and runs directly along the river.

Proposed

8. Kirkstall Island Farm
-Concept made by Leeds Beckett staff and researchers then further developed by ‘Feed 		
Leeds’. The aims are to create a Community Commercial Farm , Community park and Nature
		Reserve.
9. St Ann's Mills Rebuild
10. New Path
-Aims to connect the site to surrounding areas and creates a woodland walk through the 		
middle of the site

2.4

Survey

Natural Features

Topography
The top corner of the site has a small valley formation.
In the middle of the site there is a long and steep bank. The bank is
currently inaccessible; this creates a difficult challenge when designing
new aspects of the site.
Within the main bulk of the woodland there are two large bowls where
the land drops several meters. This has resulted in an interesting undulation between the road and the goit.
Across the goit is a slightly disconnected space with steep banks leading to a large and flat platform. The path around the goits edge is separated in the center by large 1.5 to 2 meter high walls of dirt creating
pockets of sound and sightlines.
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The sketch up model shows the 3D topography of the site. The model demonstrates how
the landform undulates on the way down from the road to the water front, raising up
and down rather than a smooth, consistant gradient.
As many people have trouble reading and understanding contour maps, the sketch up
model helps give a visual aid that represents topography alongside the contours for a
greater understanding of the site.
In the future we can refer back to the sketch up model to see how our designs would sit
into the actual landform on site and give a better insight as to the exact placement of
new features.

Hydrology

Geology
3

4

2

Site Summary
-2 Mills/ Weirs on site, Burley Mills & St. Ann's
-2 Fish passes built as part of Leeds FAS at Burley Goit and St. Ann's
Mill
-Eel pass implemented at Burley Goit
Fish Pass
-Built by River Aire Trust
-£400.000 project fundedby Defra’s Catchment Restoration Fund
-Owned by city council
-Fish pass will salmon andtrout to swim up-river totheir historic
spawningground (Craven District)

1
5

[1] Superficial deposits: Alluvium - clay, silt, sand and
gravel. Sedimentary superficial deposit formed between
11.8 thousand years ago and the present during the
Quaternary period.
[2] Bedrock geology: Pennine Lower Coal Measures
Formation - Sandstone. Sedimentary bedrock formed
between 319 and 318 million years ago during the
Carboniferous period.
[3] Bedrock geology:Elland Flags -Sandstone. Sedimentary
bedrock formed between 319 and 318 million years ago
during the Carboniferous period.

[4] Superficial deposits:River Terrace Deposits -Sand and
gravel. Sedimentary superficial deposit formed between
2.588 million years ago and the present during the
Quaternary period.
[5] Bedrock geology:Pennine Lower Coal Measures
Formation -Mudstone, siltstone and sandstone. Sedimentary
bedrock formed between 319 and 318 million years ago
during the Carboniferous period.

Leeds FAS
-Removal of invasivespecies along the riverbank
-Improved landscape andriverside access
-New river crossing
-New river defenses alongRedcoteLane
-Plan for 700 new treesplanted along by the river
-Removal of low hangingstructure atRedcoteLane

2.5 Survey Flora
Tree Survey

Invasive Species

Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) is
by far the dominant species in this
woodland. Species such as Hazel,
Cherry, Elder, Hawthorne, Willow and
Blackthorneare all present in good
numbers which gives potential to use
this land as productive woodland. The
distribution of species is interesting as
different species appear to dominate
different areas of the study area. Elm
tending to populate the roadside
along with hawthorne and elder.
ash trees dominate the eastern
side, alongside large Groups of Salix
cinerea. while Salix Babylonicais found
with Alder and Hazel at the south side
by the Goit and the river Aire.
Large areas of Ash (Fraxinusexcelsior)
could be a potential problem due
to ash dieback. This makes the trees
brittle and vulnerable to breakage.
Chamaecyparishave been planted on
the eastern side of the woodland as a
screen. Not as a part of the woodland
itself. Which is deciduous. This survey is
100m squared area of woodland. From
this we can assume the woodland mix is
echoed throughout the site. Although
at the North of the site there are an
avenue of planted beech trees, part
of a private garden which has since
become woodland.

There are several occurrences of invasive
species throughout the site. Himalayan Balsam
(Impatienglandulifera) is common and is found
throughout, most dominantly by the riverside.
Japanese Knotweed (Fallopiajaponica) was
found in the study area. This will be a serious issue
for developement, it is required by law to remove
Japanese Knotweed from your land. Bindweed
(Calystegiasepium) is present on verges close to the
road. It has dominated these areas and strangulated
all other groundcover. Along the bank of the river,
Giant Hogweed (Heracleummantegazzianum) is
abundant. This can be an issue as contact with the
skin followed by direct sunlight can cause rashes.

Ground Cover

Observed
Wild Flower

2.6

Survey

Fauna

Wildlife in Kirkstall

Foxes
This Map shows
the Habitat composition
of the site. Dominated by
deciduous woodland. with
some grassland and wood
pasture. North west of the site
is ana rea for protection of
Curlews. Shown as orange
on the map below

Badgers

White tailed crayfish

Mammals - Fox, Roe Deer,
Mink, Otters, Hedgehog, Voles

curlews

Birds - Kingfisher, Heron, Swans,
Geese, Goosander, Bullfinch, Reed
Bunting, Ducks
Amphibians & Reptiles - Common
Legend
Toad, Newts, Grass Snakes,
Adders,
ty Ha bita t Inventory common lizard, SlowPriori
Worm
Lowland
Calcar eous
Grassland (E nglan d)

Ancient Woodla nd (Engla nd)

Fish - Carp, Pike, Barbel,
Catfish,
Ancient
and Semi- Na tur al
Woo dlan d
Perch,Chub, Bream, Mirror, Eel,
Ancient Re planted
Salmon (soon)Woo dlan d

Priori ty Ha bita t Inventory De cid uous Wo odlan d
(Engl and)
Fo restry Commi ssion
Legal Bo unda ry (E nglan d)

Na tional Forest Inve nt ory
(GB)

Ancient and Semi- Na tur al
Woo dlan d
Ancient Re planted
Woo dlan d
Priori ty Ha bita t Inventory De cid uous Wo odlan d
(Engl and)
Fo restry Commi ssion
Legal Bo unda ry (E nglan d)
Na tional Forest Inve nt ory
(GB)

Un ce rta in

Priori ty Ha bita t Inventory Trad itio nal Orchar ds
(Engl and)

Low d ensity
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Parkland B AP Prior ity
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Fa rm land Birds
(England)
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(c) Crown Copyright Black
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Otters
Enhancing Biodiversity
- Introduce Vegetation to any
- Engineered riverbank
- Vegetated aquatic ledges
- Fish passes
- Otter holts
- Management of bankside vegetation
- Control of invasive species
- Planting native species
- Thining of riparian strip woodland
- Retain soft, vegetated banks
- Willow Spilling
- River Ramps

Priori ty Ha bita t Inventory Trad itio nal Orchar ds
(Engl and)

Clo ud \ shado w

Fe lled

Win dthrow

Youn g tre es

4

Fa iled

Shrub
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Broad leaved
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Ancient Woodla nd (Engla nd)
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3
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Shrub
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Co nifer

Legend

Kingfishers
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0.2
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km
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Map produced by MAGIC on 9 December, 2018.
Copyright resides with the data suppliers and the map
must not be reproduced without their permission. Som e
information in MAGIC is a snapshot of the information
that is being maintained or continually updated by the
originating organisation. Please refer to the metadata for
details as information may be illustrative or representative
rather than definitive at this stage.

Habitat
considerations
(environments to be retained)
Thrush
Woods, hedgerows, thick ground cover.
Fruit and bugs as a diet. Access to ground to hunt
and fruit trees to graze.
Kingfishers
Still or slow flowing water.
Vertical, vegetation free, sandy banks for nesting holes.
Unpolluted water is important for hunting.
Speckled woodland butterfly’s
Areas of scrub or woodland clearing.
Otters
Undisturbed shelters in river banks.
Bramble patches, log piles, holts.
Can’t work 30m from known rest spot
or 100m from a holt or 200m if breeding.

Bats

Exsisting Interventi
Protected Species: Otters

Existing Wildlife Intervention: Fish
Mitigation:

Survey for otters if:

• Retains otter habitats in the water
body and bank
• Avoids road crossings and culverts
• Uses otter-proof fences to stop otters
getting into development sites

Exsisting
Interventions
Exsisting Interventions

Distribution and historical
records suggest otters may be
present the development will
affect a water body (eg river,
stream, lake, sea or marshland)
development will affect habitats
near a water body directly or
through environmental impacts,
eg noise, light

Avoidance
Aim to avoid negative effects,
which may include avoiding:
• Work on or near the water
body and known otter habitat
• Disturbance effects, eg by
leaving a buffer zone along a
river
• Night works

Compensation
Compensation measures should:
• Result in no net loss of breeding or resting sites
• Provide enhanced habitat, eg quality or area
compared with that lost if a significant impact is
predicted
• Remedy any loss of otter access and habitat
connectivity
Compensation measures can include:
• Constructing artificial holts to replace those that
will be damaged or removed
• Building viaducts or underpasses to allow otters to
cross barriers like roads
• Installing mammal ledges on bridges and culverts
to allow for continued passage alongside water
• bodies
• Restoring or improving habitats to compensate
for those that will be lost.

3.0

Analysis

Main trail heading down to the memorial site

Two benches by the steps facing towards nothing of
particular interest

Platform Used for the Hindu and Sikh Memorial

Wide open areas higher up on the site closer to the Goit

Small trail through the lower part of the woodland nearest
the road

Positives
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secluded
An Escape from the city
Peaceful
Potential for the site
Species rich
In a good area very assessable from
and the local communities
• Multi purpose area

Steps that lead up and down from the river

town

Open area full of bracken and brambles in the main lower
site

Negatives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wood piles have been collected together here to create
bug hotels

No easy access
No clear entrance
Covered in Litter/ Burn piles
Traffic noise can be heard throughout the site
Not many places to sit down to enjoy the space
No parking
Overgrown in a majority of the site

4.0

Nature Reserve Survey and Analysis

Desk Survey

On Site Survey

Analysis

Analysis

- Close proximity to the railway. Footpath runs alongside.

- Wooden seating is often vandalised or burned.

- Ford crossing point, could make an attractive feature.

- Firepits are frequent

- The river isolates the nature reserve from the rest of the Kirkstall site.

- Good view up and down the river. Great for Bird Watching

- Only access is currently at Redcote Lane. Not easily accessed by
pedestrians.

- Varied mix of Habitats

- Limited parking. Room for 5 or 6 cars

- Existing sensory garden seems forgotten and disused. doesnt fit with the overall genius loci.
- Open fields are popular with dog walkers and famillies
- Entrance to the site is harsh and unwelcoming

Wildflowers

Visual Walkthrough

5.0

Community Consultation

Commuity Comments
“Keep the site as natural as
possible”
“Make use of what is already at
the site - recycle what is there”
“Needs more frequent
maintence”
“Needs an attraction that brings
people to the site”
“The main road is a major barrier
to the site”
“Balance of human access and
wildlife”
“Lack of access”
“A more simple play area for
children, such as fallen logs; things
for children to climb on”

To the right, the images show evidence
of the community consultation held
at Burley community centre. The
community got involved with the
interactive sheets and models on
display and were able to give their
ideas and opinions on what they
would like to be introduced into the
space. These ideas were then taken
and implemented into the design.

Current Uses

Desired Improvements

Above: This presentation sheet was displayed at the
community consultation to explain the current back
Right: A case study sheet was also produced and
displayed at the community consultation to give
different options on what could be introduced into
the site. Visitors were able to place stickers on which
case studies they think should be implemented into
the site.

A survey monkey was made and was sent out to
community groups and members of the public at the
consultation.
One of the main poin ts highlighted was the way
people are currently using the space and how they
would like to see that space improved.

6.0

Case Studies
IKA MEDITATION SPOT, BATLAB ARCHITECTS, STUDIO NOMAD
• Trunk of a fallen tree provides the basis of the 4m wooden disk
• The disk stretches out above the bed of the stream
• The spot will function until nature reforms the local environment

GRIZEDALE FOREST
• Wood carving sculptures
• Natural sculptures & Forest trails
• ‘Some Fern’ by Kerry Morrison in 1997
• Wooden fern leaves on a natural stone body
• We Looking to replicate Playful and interactive like this,
while remaining sensitive to our environment

LEE VALLEY SLALOM & BOAT RETRIEVAL
• Minimal impact on ecology
• Riverbank erosion if launched and
retrieved without proper nature monitoring
• Brings a community of new people into
a lace.
• Encourages communities to try
new things. Building stronger ties.

MONSTRUM ADVENTURE PLAY
• Play sculptures can be used to create a themed play
area that provides endless opportunities for imaginative
play or just to add a point of interest to a site

BARRY UNDERWOOD
Naturalistic light in the landscape

After Installation

WILLOW SPILING IN A COMMERCIAL SETTING - WITNEY

• Willow spilling is a method of retaining river banks by
setting live willow into the ground. This will also filter
and reducesurface run off water. It will also provide
shelter for small invertebrates and fish

One Year Later

7.1

Concept Design

Vision

Aims
• Improve and introduce further productive, species rich spaces
• To increase connectivity and improve site access
• To improve the frontage and make the hostel more welcoming
• To create a destination
• To maintain religious sensitivity
• To establish an educational aspect within the site
• To create a fun, safe and playful environment.
• To ensure a safe and enjoyable experience

7.2

Concept Design

Main Woodland

Jordan
Aims For this Design
• To provide a family orientated, experiential trail
• To recycle materials found on site into sculptures
• To introduce new entrances and pathways to enhance the
mobility of the site
• To be sensitive to the extisting natue

Carly
Aims For this Design
• Preserve the wildness of the site
• Provide areas of observation to educate users on local wildlife
• Introduce pathways to a currently inaccessible and unused area
• Introduce gradual raised boardwalks which mimic the natural undulating form of
the site
•

Provide access to untouched woodland without the woodland floor below being
disturbed

• Allow the woodland to be seen from ground level and canopy level

Millie

wider community that surrounds the site. My design is a
community led design, which will hopefully establish an
educational aspect, through the use of educaitional zones. I
would also like to introduce a forest school, this will engage
the local primary schools - this will help children of that age
Aims
For
This Design
The
space
have
created
connect
the live.
site to the
explore
theI natural
woodlandaims
in theto
area
in that they
The
space
I
have
created
aims
to
connect
the
site
to the wider community that
Another
way that wethat
can engage
the local
wider
community
surrounds
thecommunity
site. My isdesign
is a
surrounds the site. My design is a community led design, which will hopefully establish an
through
community
art
projects,
this
would
make
the
community
led
design,
whichthe
willusehopefully
establish
an I would also like to introduce a
educational
aspect,
through
of educaitional
zones.
woodland more vibrant and decrotive.
forest school,
this will
engage
primary schools
- this
educational
aspect,
through
thethe
uselocal
of educaitional
zones.
I will help children of that age
explore
the
natural
woodland
in
the
area
in
that
they
live.
would also like to introduce a forest school, this will engage
Another
that we
can
engage
the
local schools
community is through community art projects,
Below
isprimary
away
connection
map,
showing
all the
primary
the
local
schools
- this will
help
children
ofdecrotive.
that age
this
would
make
the
woodland
more
vibrant
and educational centres that are within a one mide and
radius
explore the natural woodland in the area in that they live.
of our site.
Below isway
a connection
map,
showing
all the
primary schools
Another
that we can
engage
the local
community
is and educational centres that
are
within
a
one
mide
radius
of
our
site.
through community art projects, this would make the
woodland more vibrant and decrotive.

Below is a connection map, showing all the primary schools
and educational centres that are within a one mide radius
of our site.

Amy
Aims For This Design
This design takes inspiration from
how a child would experience a
space. It is based on the feedback
from the community consultation
and survey which highlighted the
need for more pathways, better
accessibility, protection of nature
and the creation of a family friendly
space. To create this natural, family
friendly woodland, it wanted to
look how a child would see in the
site. This inspired the path to weave
in and out through the trees, with
the addition of randomly placed
natural play to stumble across
and education points throughout
the site. Furthermore, it want to
break down the road as a barrier
by planting trees, placing a zebra
crossing and painting the floor with
bright colours, leaving from the
primary school.

Top: Wild Garlic planted on
mass in a woodland. Creates
seasonal interest
Bottom: Morag Myerscough
art installation on the South
Bank of Leeds

7.3 Concept Design St Anns Mill
Louis

Improved access for the local canoe club to launch and retrieve
rafts, as well as a way for users to navigate back up the weir (too
large to canoe up). This addition will improve the functionality of the
site and incorporate a local community club.

Aims For this Design

Introduction of a boardwalk to connect the St Ann’s Mills to the main body of woodland.
By doing this it will improve the overall connectivity of the site and will allow people to use the site as a
commuting path, as well as being a destination.

7.4 Concept Design Island Woodland
Will
Aims For this Design
•
•
•
•

Introduce paths into a currently unsed area
Connect to the proposed master plan for the Kirkstall Island Farm
Add a series of play features into the central space along with
seating
Add a new Sikh/Hindu funeral platform that incorperates all their
needs

Ed

7.5 Concept DesignNature Reserve
Masterplan

Andy

Habitat Structure

Field habitat is managed by Soay sheep, Highly selective grazers,
preventing natural succession.

Aims For this Design
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Woodland Structure

Retain the overall character of the Nature reserve
Remain sensitive to the environment and habitats supported on this land
Add further wildlife enhancing interventions
Improve biodiversity by increasing the variety of habitats and plant life
Add a productive element to the site
Encourage community engagement
Add an educational aspect
Improve links to the rest of the Kirkstall site
Create a variety engaging footpaths

Habitat Woodland

Pasture Woodland

Grafted Woodland

Orchard Trees

Mixed Coppice

Existing Orchard

Forest Gardens

Woodland Screen

No Public Access

Woodland

Field

Wetland

Meadow

Education thread
Coppice Woodland provides
perfect conditions for a variety
of wildlife,including Invertibrates,
Birds and Butterfly aswell as small
and large mammals, Which thrive
in brighter
conditions created by removal of
timber. Informative signs enable
the visitor to observe and learn
about wildlife in this habitat.

Educational Thread

Sedum roof bird hides allow discreet
observation of wildlife within undisturbed
wetland areas and beyond onto the river
Forest gardens will be managed by volunteers.
Using organic permaculture techniques to mimic the
structure of a natural woodland aswell as design with
plants to allow maximum produce. A place to teach
children about stewardship and care of their
environment in a changing climate.

Species rich wetlands provide a perfect environment to
observe and study flora and fauna within the city. Raised
decking allows close access to the wetlands without
causing damage.

The presence of Bee hives amongst meaow
planting creates a feature to teach future
generations about the protection of species.
Namely bees. Information boards will contain
information about this aswell as activities for
children to learn about and find pollinating
plants. Learning about the importance of
respecting the environment in which they live.

Woodland

Organic Growing

Wetland

Bees and
pollinator Plants

Field

Grafted trail

Meadow

Wetland Species

Wildlife
Observation

Coppice and
Insects

Pathways

The grafted trail guides the visitor along the riverside to a
series of grafted tree species. Information boards will be
present to educate about the process of grafting and
its benefits. An engaging activity for children and adults
alike.

Path Structure

Pathway through the wetland
habitat. A place for Education,
Contemplation and Observation
A small track weaves through the forest
gardens, managed by volunteers this will
be a place to learn about environmental
farming techniques in an aesthetic
manner
Contiuation of orchard trees and
meadow draws the visitor through the
woodland divide into the next habitat
ehicle access to the Ford,
No pedestrian access.
V

Production
Coppice

Wetland

Forest Garden

Field

Grafted wood

Meadow

Alder

Meadowsweet

Horsechestnut

Apples + other fruit trees

Apples

Honey

Hazel

Reedmace

Mulberry

Sorrel

Medlar

Orchard trees

Field Maple

Watercress

Eleagnus

Plantain

Pear

Pot marigold

Birch

Arrowhead (sagittaria)

Strawberry

Bugle

Quince

Cowslip

Lime

Elder

Potato

Lady’s mantle

Choke berry

Borage

Community Engagement
Proposed New Bridge
A low impact, discreet path to access the bird hide,
From here, observe wildlife in the wetland habitat
and through view out to the river.
Ford Crossing Point. Not usable in high water
conditions.
An experiential riverside walkway.
Weave and wind through the trees.
Observe the wildlife and pick an apple
from a grafted Hawthorne.

Meadow Management

Orchard Work

Community forest gardens

Education

Horticulture Therapy

Grafting workshops

Stepping stone Crossing.
Not usable in high water conditions.
Proposed New Bridge

Bee Keeping

Enter into the species rich wildflower
meadow, A place to educate, relax
and appreciate
A small track approaching bee hives.
For maintainance and Education.
Craft Activities

Maintenance

8.0 Masterplan
Masterplan
Kayak Launch Ramp

Canoe Club
Carpark

Wier

Sikh & Hindu
Funeral Site

Woodland
Play

Gritstone
Boulders

Mirror
Bird Hide

Nature Reserve Hub

Gritstone Contemplation Platforms

Gritstone Stepping stones
Marginal wetland planting
Raised Boardwalk
Existing beach
Wetland Scrapes
Raised Platforms For Observation
Wetland Wildlife pools
Wetland Floodplain
Shaped woodland for
atmospheric space
Steps to Waterside

Diverted
natural stream

Woodland screen
from Railway

Grafted woodland
Mixed Coppice Woodland
Sedum Roof Birdhide
& Shelter

Forest Garden woodland

Existing Wildlife Pond
Wetland habitat planting

Dense thicket habitat planting
Introduced Wildlife Pond - Species rich planting

Damp Meadow

Wetland Habitat

Seating

Existing
Orchard

Pasture
woodland

Bee Hives

Sikh Ceremony
Carpark

Dew Pond

Carpark Share

Key:

Vehicle
Access

Rolled Gravel Boardwalk
Path

Kayak
Route

Natural
footpath

Gritstone Pedestrian
stepping
access.
stones
No Path

Surrounding
Businesses

Open
space

Woodland

Meadow

Decking

Water

Carpark

Wetland
Habitat

Roadside
Bed

Nature
Reserve Hub

Road
Artwork

Entrances

Woodland Masterplan

This map shows the detail for the main body of woodland
Not to scale

8.1 Masterplan Sections and Visuals
Top: This section shows
a cut through from the
road to the memorial
site. It gives a real sense
for the changes in levels
through the site and
shows the importance
of the placement of the
new elements in the site.
Bottom: This section shows
a cut through straight
through the main body
of the site. It shows the
main dip in the site where
the woodland play is
situated.

New entrance to the site which dips into the wood to draw people’s attention to the
improved site. Other features include attractive planting and cycle racks to encourage
people to travel sustainably to the site

The idea with the road is to firstly break it down by inserting trees softening its appearance,
slowing drivers down and making it feel safer. Secondly the addition of road art inspired
by Morag Myerscough, who has done road art in Leeds Southbank. This with hopefully
create a destination of the site and encourage more users

Along the sides of the path ways you can see that where informative signs have been
introduced to educate users of the site about what nature is around them and how it
affects them. Also visible are the new bird boxes that will increase the use of the site by
birds

In the image above you can see the education area we have added into the main
body of the woodland. By establishing a shipping container which can be extended by
a canvas when in use will enable local schools to start forest school programs and get
their students outside into nature

Pictured above is one of the new woodland paths that have been established.These new
pathways improve the connections both within features of the site and the surrounding
areas that were currently disjointed with no links between them

In this visual you can see the memorial platform that we have introduced for the Sikh
and Hindu communities to perform their funeral rituals. The new space provides a more
secluded area for privacy; furthermore it can double up as a stage space and can be
used by the wider communities

This visualisation shows the newly created wetland boardwalk weaving through lushous,
new, biodiverse planting. We did this to enhance the existing nature reserve and improve
its quality for wildlife

9.0 Construction Details
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10.0 PLANTING
Front Border

Hydrangea ‘Annabelle’ Anthriscus sylvestris

Ammi majus

Cornus kousa

Allium ‘Purple sensation’ Kniphofia uvaria

Digitalis Alba

Cosmos bipinnatus

Anemone hupehensis

Miscanthus sinensis

Cornus sericea
'Flaviramea’

Hakonechloa macra
‘Aureola’

Pictorial Meadow

Betonica
officinalis

Centaurea
scabiosa

Digitalis
purpurea

Ophiopogon planiscapus Galanthus S.Arnott

Mallus ‘white angel’

Dactylorhiza
Fuschii

Daucus
carota

Cyclamen coum &
hederifolium

Gallium
verum

The intention of this scheme is to
create an attractive and welcoming entranceway. To draw
the eye away from the busy
main road and draw the visitor
into the site. Overall structure is
defined by the layered shape of
Cornus Kousa, complemented
by the white flowering ornamental Mallus ‘White Angel’, Notifying the visitor of the productive
theme ahead of them. The
winter structure of the scheme
is achieved by Cornus sericea
‘Flaviramea’ for its vibrant green
stems. This works well with the
evergreen Ophiopogon, under
planted with Galanthus S.arnott. A large snowdrop coming
through the grass would draw
attention. A carpet covering of Cyclamen coum and
hederifolium creates an attractive display in both spring
and autumn. Complemented
by the long lasting Anemone
hupehensis. Whilst the summer
display is softened with drifts of
Anthriscus in the earlier months.
Semi evergreen Hakonechloa
works with Miscanthus, creating
a soft effect as it blows in the
wind. In Late summer Alliums
and kniphofia bring a hotness
and a vibrancy to the border,
as they emerge through the lush
hakonechloa. All whilst being
complemented by the colourful
and long lasting Cosmos.

11.0 Model
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